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However, the single-player was barely playable as Duke, as most of the levels of the game were pretty far over my skill level. While you could pick a level, kill the guys, save it, and pick a better level later, there were a lot of times where my screen would freeze and I would just have to wait for it to finish saving
before I could continue. It was frustrating, and I always preferred to play as Peach in Super Mario World over that. Like many other early Dukes, Duke Nukem gets a combat upgrade when he leaves his home turf to venture into new territories, not unlike Super Mario Bros when he ventures off the Koopa Kingdom.
Duke starts out with just one standard firearm, the Arms Tech Gun, but after traversing some levels he can upgrade to a Hand Cannon, Plasma Rifle, Skewer Gun, Spider Grenade, Stun Grenade, or Rocket Launcher. Duke can also also use one of his five Nuke grenades to kill most enemies or throw them at the
ground. Duke 3D appears to have several levels in an underground facility. Duke keeps things interesting by occasionally summoning Crates of Cuisine from his Survival Guide. The crates are best thought of as mini-sections in the game, and include items such as a pinball machine, slot machines, arcade games,
vending machines, and even a bubble gum machine. You can also check out a Smoke Machine, which will knock you out temporarily, a Time Machine, which returns you to the prior time state, a glowing NES controller, in-game websites, bulletin boards, and a movie projector. The Machine Room also features a ship
simulator machine which can simulate an entire flight into outer space.
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